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Seoul-based boutique KL Partners has hired former Kim & Chang partner Young-Suk
Park from a Korean investment and venture capital firm.

Park, who began working at KL Partners in mid-October, is a registered arbitrator with the
Korean Commercial Arbitration Board and the chair of the arbitration committee of the Korea
In-house Counsel Forum, an organisation devoted to educating in-house counsels and
promoting in-house practice.

Since 2014, he has been general counsel for Atinum Partners, a Korea-based private investment
and venture capital firm, overseeing outside counsel with regard to both domestic and
international disputes.

He remains the statutory auditor of Atinum Partner’s venture capital arm, Atinum Investment
Co, one of the largest venture capital firms in Korea.

At KL Partners, Park joins partners Beomsu Kim, John Kim and Eun Nyung Lee, three former
partners in the arbitration practice of full-service Korean law firm Shin & Kim, who founded the
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boutique in 2015 after deciding they’d be better off on their own, and two other partners who
have joined from Shin & Kim since.

Among its work, the firm is representing US private equity firm Lone Star in a US$4.7 billion
ICSID claim against Korea, with Shin & Kim.

Park, an alumnus of Columbia University in New York and Seoul National University who
speaks German, English and Korean, began his career at Debevoise & Plimpton in New York
before returning to Seoul and becoming a junior partner in Kim & Chang’s international
arbitration and cross-border litigation practice group from 2005 to 2014.

While there, he represented one of the largest Korean banks against a Chinese company in an
HKIAC arbitration over a US$450 million financial transaction and a Korean car manufacturer in
back-to-back ICC arbitrations in Paris and Singapore involving indemnification claims for M&A-
related damages of over US$200 million.

Park also acted in a Zurich-seated arbitration concerning a joint venture, licence and
distribution dispute.

In 2003, he was part of a team that secured a US$700 million award for a Canadian-Korean
railway consortium between Canada’s Bombardier and Korea’s Daelim after Yongin City in
Korea refused to approve completion of the rail project.

Park is looking forward to “exciting times” at KL Partners. He tells GAR,“While ‘ground breaking’
or ‘frontier’ may not be terms that generally describe the legal industry, I do believe the KL
platform is extremely innovative and flexible in its nature and structure; thus, providing various
possibilities for growth.”

Albert Lee, the Seoul-based president and CEO of Atinum Partners, says that Park “greatly
contributed to making and managing our investments. While some legal practitioners may
have the tendency to focus on the legal side of matters, Young has a fundamental
understanding and instinct with regard to the business side of investments and related
matters.”

Mike McClure, Herbert Smith Freehills' chief representative in Seoul, says “Young-Suk is an
excellent lawyer and will be a strong addition to the already strong team at KL Partners. He has
a unique skill set, having spent time working as both an M&A and arbitration lawyer, as well as
in-house.”

John Rhie, managing partner at Quinn Emanuel’s Hong Kong office, calls Park a "brilliant
lawyer" and one of the top legal minds in Korea.”

It “says a great deal" about KL Partners that it has managed to attract "such talent," Rhie says. 
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